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Frameless Robot-assisted 
Stereoelectroencephalography for Refractory 
Epilepsy in Pediatric Patients: Accuracy, 
Usefulness, and Technical Issues

Santiago Candela-Cantó1,2, Javier Aparicio2, Jordi Muchart López2,3, Pilar 
Baños-Carrasco1,2, Alia Ramírez-Camacho2, Alejandra Climent2, Mariana 
Alamar1,2, Cristina Jou2,4,  Jordi Rumià1,2,5, Victoria San Antonio-Arce2, 
Alexis Arzimanoglou2,6, Enrique Ferrer 1,2,5

Abstract

Stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG) is an effective technique to help to locate and to delimit 
the epileptogenic area and/or to define relationships with functional cortical areas. We intend to 
describe the surgical technique and verify the accuracy, safety, and effectiveness of robot-assisted 
SEEG in a newly created SEEG program in a pediatric center. We focus on the technical difficul-
ties encountered at the early stages of this program. We prospectively collected SEEG indication, 
intraoperative events, accuracy calculated by fusion of postoperative CT with preoperative plan-
ning, complications, and usefulness of SEEG in terms of answering preimplantation hypothesis. 
Fourteen patients between the age of 5 and 18 years old (mean 10 years) with drug-resistant 
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epilepsy were operated on between April 2016 and April 2018. One hundred sixty-four electrodes 
were implanted in total. The median entry point localization error (EPLE) was 1.57 mm (1–2.25 
mm) and the median target point localization error (TPLE) was 1.77 mm (1.2–2.6 mm). We 
recorded seven intraoperative technical issues. Two patients suffered complications: meningitis 
without demonstrated germ in one patient and a right frontal hematoma in the other. In all cases, 
the SEEG was useful for the therapeutic decision-making. SEEG has been useful for decision-
making in all our pediatric patients. The robotic arm is an accurate tool for the insertion of the 
deep electrodes. Nevertheless, it is an invasive technique not risk-free and many problems can 
appear at the beginning of a robotic arm-assisted SEEG program that must be taken into account 
beforehand.

Keywords Robotic arm, Frameless, Pediatric epilepsy surgery, Stereoelectroencephalography, 
Refractory epilepsy

Abbreviations

SEEG Stereoelectroencephalography
EPLE Entry point localization error
TPLE Target point localization error
CT Computed tomography
MRI Magnetic resonance imaging
18F-FDG-PET 18 fluor-fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography
SPECT Single positron emission computed tomography
fMRI Functional magnetic resonance imaging
3 T 3 tesla
TFE Turbo field echo
TOF Time-of-flight
FLAIR Fluid-attenuated inversion recovery 
P-ICU Pediatric intensive care unit
IQR Interquartile range

Introduction

Stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG) was first described 56 years ago by Talairach and Bancaud 
[37]. Until two decades ago, the SEEG was systematically used in France and Italy for invasive 
presurgical evaluation in patients with refractory epilepsy, and only sporadically outside of these 
countries. However, nowadays an increasing number of epilepsy surgery centers around the world 
have started using this technique. Since 2015, our Multidisciplinary Pediatric Epilepsy Surgery 
Unit has evaluated about 125 children or adolescents with refractory epilepsy each year, of which 
in approximately 20% we have recommended epilepsy surgery and in 5% SEEG.
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Stereoelectroencephalography has been proven as a safe and effective tool to help to locate 
and to delimitate the epileptogenic area and/or define relationships with functional cortical areas 
when this is not possible by noninvasive techniques in patients with focal drug-resistant epilepsy 
[5, 11, 19, 23, 32]. It allows epilepsy surgery teams to record electroencephalography in deep cor-
tical structures and in bi-hemispheric explorations [35]. However, a so-called fishing expedition 
must be avoided and only few contralateral electrodes used to rule out a contralateral start just 
when considered necessary. In some cases, it is possible to thermocoagulate areas of the epilepto-
genic network with a therapeutic purpose [3]. Additionally, responsive close-loop neurostimula-
tion is becoming clinically practiced [30].

The development of CT and MRI scanners in the 1970s was an important contribution to 
this technique [32], and it has become increasingly popular with the emergence of image-guided 
operative systems and neurosurgical robotics [6, 13, 16, 20, 27, 34, 35].

Only few papers refer exclusively to pediatric patients [9, 10, 12, 21, 26, 38, 39], in even 
fewer pediatric series, electrodes were implanted with a robotic arm [1, 12, 14, 24], and none 
of them refer to the technical problems they found at the beginning, neither to the robotic arm 
Neuromate®.

With the present study we aim to describe our initial experience with robot-assisted SEEG 
in terms of its accuracy and usefulness in an exclusively pediatric epilepsy surgery unit. We also 
focus on the intraoperative technical issues we found in the start-up of this program since April 
2016.

Methods

Study design and Patient Selection

This is a 2-year prospective study on a cohort of pediatric patients affected by refractory epilepsy 
operated on SEEG to better localize the seizure onset zone or its functional relationships when 
noninvasive techniques were not enough to report this information.

Presurgical Evaluation

All patients underwent presurgical evaluation in our Multidisciplinary Pediatric Epilepsy Surgery 
Unit. The initial study included semiological analysis of seizures, interictal and ictal video-EEG, 
specific epilepsy MRI protocol, neuropsychological assessment according to patients’ age, and 
nuclear medicine tests (18F-FDG-PET and/or SPECT) and motor and language fMRI in selected 
cases. In patients in whom noninvasive tests were not sufficient to define the epileptogenic area 
and/or its relationships with functional areas, SEEG was recommended.

Presurgical Plan

The presurgical imaging study for SEEG planning included a recent MRI and CT angiography 
examination, both within a month before the surgery. These studies were used to depict the  
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structural abnormalities, if present, and to best identify arterial and venous brain vessels for 
optimal presurgical planning and guidance.

Magnetic resonance imaging studies for presurgical evaluation were performed on a 3T MRI 
scanner Philips Ingenia (Philips Healthcare, Cleveland, Ohio, USA), with a 32-channel head-coil 
with the following sequences: sagittal T1 3D, TFE and TOF 3D, and sagittal T1 3D with contrast 
medium. Additional sequences were carried out according to the specific patient in case they 
could more easily depict structural lesions as seen on the patient’s previous MRI studies.

The presurgical CT angiography was performed on a CT scanner Philips Brilliance iCT-256 
(Philips Healthcare, Cleveland, OH, USA). Non-ionic contrast medium was administered in a by-
phasic protocol to optimize both venous and arterial enhancement in a single CT acquisition [33].

Imaging datasets were loaded into the planning workstation with Voxim® software. CT 
angiography was defined as the referential set. MRI T1 3D TFE, TOF 3D, and additional MRI 
sequences (T2 3D or FLAIR 3D) when needed were merged to the CT angiography.

The different electrodes were planned according to the preimplantation hypotheses. Every 
electrode was checked and relocated to avoid vessels in CT angiography and TOF-sequence with 
a safety margin of 5 mm in diameter, while covering as much gray matter as possible in T1. The 
projection following the electrode axis was very useful for this purpose. Definitive trajectories 
were checked by at least three Epilepsy Surgery Unit members before being transferred to the 
robotic arm working station.

Surgical Technique

Electrode placement was assisted by the robotic arm Neuromate® (Renishaw®).
Surgery was held under general anesthesia and cefazolin antibiotic prophylaxis (one preop-

erative dose and three postoperative doses). The accuracy of the robotic arm was calibrated before 
every single procedure. After this, the fiducial support and three parasagittal screws of 25 mm 
(Dixi Medical ACS-025SMS-10) were fixed to the patient’s skull as surface EEG reference points 
and to verify intraoperative accuracy (Fig. 1a).

For stereotactic spatial patient registration, a preoperative CT was acquired with a fiducial 
reference fixed to the patient’s skull (Fig. 1b). The referenced CT was co-registered to the preop-
erative angio-CT containing the planned trajectories and they were transferred to the new intra-
operative CT using the Voxim® software. The patient’s head was stabilized with the six-pin robotic 
arm head-holder. No stereotactic frame was employed. The co-registration was based on fiducial 
recognition and location through ultrasounds (Fig. 1c).

We checked accuracy localizing surface screws with the laser pointer (Fig. 1d, e).
In the first two patients, we shaved the whole head, but in the rest of the patients, we preferred 

to shave only the entry points. So, before inserting the electrodes, we checked all trajectories over 
the patient’s head and shaved an area of 1 cm2 around every entry point (Fig. 1f).

After draping the surgical field, the robotic arm positioned itself into the trajectory to insert 
the electrodes. For each electrode, we incised the skin with a punch (Dixi Medical ACS745), coag-
ulated skin with a blunt tipped electrode (Dixi Medical KIP-ACS-605), and drilled with a 2.5-mm 
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drill (Dixi Medical KIP-ACS-515). The length of the drill was calculated according to the thick-
ness of the bone in the preoperative CT and measured with a hand chisel [Medicon 27-57-(4-12)] 
(Fig. 1g). Dura mater was coagulated and opened with a sharp-tipped coagulating stylet (Dixi 
Medical KIP-ACS-600) (Fig. 1h).

The bone screw was inserted through the 2.5-mm guide (provided by Renishaw®) and the 
distance between the robot and the screw was measured with a flat tip thick stylet (Dixi Medical 
ACS-740). We subtracted this distance from the robot-to-target distance to obtain the screw-
to-target length. We carved the intraparenchymal trajectory with a thin stylet (Dixi Medical 
ACS-770S-10) (Fig. 1i) and then replaced it with the electrode [Dixi Medical D08-(05-18)] to 
the calculated depth (Fig. 1j). The stylet was kept in place until it was replaced by the electrode 
to prevent unnecessary CSF leakage. Once all electrodes were inserted, a postoperative CT (still 
under general anesthesia) was performed in order to rule out intraoperative complications and to 
check accuracy.

After this, we removed the fiducial screw and wrapped the patient’s head and secured the 
electrodes (Fig. 1k, l). The patient was awakened from anesthesia in the operating room and trans-
ferred to the pediatric intensive care unit (P-ICU).

The surgical technique is shown in Video 1.

Postsurgical Evaluation

Postsurgical imaging was performed on a 1.5T MRI scanner (Signa General Electric, Milwaukee, 
USA) because of MRI safety restrictions according to the SEEG electrode vendor (Dixi Medical)— 
currently not approved for 3 T. Postoperative MRI included an axial FSPGR 3D BRAVO and  

Utility assessment

The most important goal was whether SEEG in our hands was
useful or not for making therapeutic decisions: delimiting the
seizure onset zone, defining the relationship with functional
areas, or providing any other clinical information that would
not have been possible without this technique [25].

Results

Demographic aspects

We have operated on 14 patients affected by refractory epilep-
sy aged 5 to 18 years old (mean 10 years), between April 2016
and April 2018.

Table 1 summarizes demographic, clinical data, and SEEG
indication.

Electrodes and accuracy

We have inserted 9–15 electrodes/patient, 164 electrodes in
total. EPLE was of 1.57 mm (1–2.25 mm) and TPLE of

1.77 mm (1.2–2.6 mm). Accuracy for every patient is de-
scribed in Table 2.

Surgical duration and intraoperative events

Mean surgical duration was 6 h 54′ (5 h 10′–8 h 5′).
Several issues contributed to this long operative time.
We had to relocate the head-holder in patient 5 because of

coinciding with temporal posterior trajectories.
In patient 13, the fiducial screw was inserted in the coronal

suture (Fig. 2a). When we changed the CT fiducial for the
ultrasounds’ microphone for registration, the screw loosened,
and we had to screw it deeper and repeat the CT.

In the third patient, we selected the fiducial support
instead of the fiducials themselves in the Bmarker search^
step. This support has a similar shape when seen on the
CT but different density (Fig. 2b, c). When we checked
the precision on the surface screws we realized that there
was an error of 10 mm in depth. Voxim® did not detect
the mistake because fiducials and their support have the
same geometry.

In patient 8 (7 years old), the bone screw was not stable
enough to insert the electrode in the temporal pole, so its
placement was declined.

Fig. 1 a Fiducial support screwed
to patient’s skull and surface
screws for surface EEG and
accuracy check. b CTwith
fiducial attached to patient’s head.
c Ultrasound location for co-
registration. d and e Accuracy
check localizing surface screws
with the laser tool. f Trajectories
check and minimal shaving. g
Hand chisel for calculation of the
length of the drill. h Dura mater
coagulation. i Carving the
electrode path with a stylet. j
Electrode length measurement. k
and l Electrodes wrapping

2492 Acta Neurochir (2018) 160:2489–2500

Fig. 1: a Fiducial support screwed 
to patient’s skull and surface screws 
for surface EEG and accuracy 
check. b CT with fiducial attached 
to patient’s head. c Ultrasound 
location for coregistration. d and 
e Accuracy check localizing sur-
face screws with the laser tool.  
f Trajectories check and minimal 
shaving. g Hand chisel for calcu-
lation of the length of the drill.  
h Dura mater coagulation. i Carv-
ing the electrode path with a 
stylet. j Electrode length meas-
urement. k and l Electrodes wrap-
ping.
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sagittal CUBE T2. Afterwards, the patient was transferred to the Pediatric Epilepsy Surgery Unit 
for continuous video-SEEG monitoring.

Accuracy

We determined accuracy of the system by calculating the distances between the electrodes and 
their respective planned trajectories at the entry point (EPLE, entry point localization error) as 
well as at the target point (TPLE, target point localization error). To do so, we merged the post-
operative CT with the preoperative plan using the Voxim® software and the measuring tools pro-
vided by this software as shown previously elsewhere [4].

Surgical Duration, Intraoperative Events, and Complications

Surgical duration, intraoperative events, and complications were recorded.

Utility Assessment

The most important goal was whether SEEG in our hands was useful or not for making thera-
peutic decisions: delimiting the seizure onset zone, defining the relationship with functional 
areas, or providing any other clinical information that would not have been possible without 
this technique [25].

Results

Demographic Aspects

We have operated on 14 patients affected by refractory epilepsy aged 5 to 18 years old (mean 10 
years), between April 2016 and April 2018.

Table 1 summarizes demographic, clinical data, and SEEG indication.

Electrodes and Accuracy

We have inserted 9–15 electrodes/patient, 164 electrodes in total. EPLE was of 1.57 mm (1–2.25 
mm) and TPLE of 1.77 mm (1.2–2.6 mm). Accuracy for every patient is described in Table 2.

Surgical Duration and Intraoperative Events

Mean surgical duration was 6 h 54' (5 h 10'–8 h 5').
Several issues contributed to this long operative time.
We had to relocate the head-holder in patient 5 because of coinciding with temporal posterior 

trajectories.
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Table 1: Summary of demographic data of the patients. R, right; L, left; F, frontal; Fb, frontobasal; P, parietal; 
T, temporal; Tb, temporal basal; O, occipital; I, insular; a, anterior; p, posterior; s, superior; m, mesial; SMA, 
supplementary motor area; NL, non lesional; FCD, focal cortical dysplasia; ?, doubtful

Patient Age SEEG
(years)

Epilepsy 
onset

Seizure type*  
All focal onset

MR Localization 
Hypothesis‡

Indication†

1 9 3 days Tonic + impaired awareness ± 
hyperkinetic or autonomic

R-T a m residual 
tumor + R-Fb 
porencephaly

1. R-T a m 
2. R-I a s 
3. R-Fb

1, 2

2 9 4 years Asymmetric tonic + hyperkinetic 
+ impaired awareness

Suspected R-F 
superior sulcus FCD

R-F ± P 1, 3

3 18 15 years L-crural somatosensory aura → 
tonic + clonic

NL (R-central PET 
hypometabolism)

R-Primary 
Motor

1, 3

4 17 12 years ± Auditive aura
→ impaired awareness ± 
myoclonic/clonic → tonic

NL (bilateral 
temporal PET 
hypometabolism)

1. L-I p 
2. L-Tb 
3. L-FTI

1, 2, 3

5 5 7 months ± Impaired awareness ± 
automatisms
± L-clonic
± autonomic

R-hemisphere 
atrophy (mainly 
posterior)
Perinatal infarct?

R-TPO 1, 3

6 16 7 years Dizziness aura → ± impaired 
awareness → ± hyperkinetic/
automatisms → ± bilateral 
tonic-clonic

Bilateral 
centroparietal 
polymicrogyria + 
schizencephaly

1. R-P 
2. Bilateral

1, 2, 3

7 15 3 years Impaired awareness → 
L-braquial tonic ± L-hand and 
oral automatisms

L-Tb and a FCD and
L-Fb FCD?

L-Tb and  
a ± Fb

1, 3

8 7 6 months Psiquic aura → hyperkinetic → 
L-tonic

R-T a m tumor + FCD R-T ± I 1

9 9 5 years ± Somatosensory aura → 
asymmetric tonic → clonic

R-F premotor FCD R-premotor ± 
motor

1, 3, 4∮

10 5 5 months Myoclonic or tonic or spasms Postsurgical residual 
R-FbTI FCD?

R-FbTI 1, 3

11 7 5 years Epigastric aura → ± automatisms 
± impaired awareness

L-T pole ± fusiform 
gyrus FCD ± 
hippocampal 
sclerosis

L-T pole ± 
fusiform 
gyrus ± 
hippocampus

1, 3

12 5 2 years Automotor + impaired 
awareness

R-anterior cingulum 
FCD?

R-cingulum 
± FTI

1

13 13 6 months Somatosensory aura ± spasms L-F FCD L-F 1, 3

14 10 16 months Asymmetric tonic NL (R-I PET 
hypometabolism)

1. R-F SMA
2. R-I

1, 2, 3

Mean 10 4 years     

*According to ILAE operational classification of seizure types of 2017 [17]
‡Localization hypothesis listed from most to least probable according to previous studies
†From Jayakar et al. [25]: 1—to define the EZ (epileptogenic zone) precisely when noninvasive data are inconclusive; 2—to resolve 
divergence of noninvasive data pointing to two or more regions; 3—to map eloquent cortical function precisely; 4—secondary 
indications (thermocoagulation)
∮Thermocoagulation was indicated after analyzing the SEEG register and after electrical stimulation
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In patient 13, the fiducial screw was inserted in the coronal suture (Fig. 2a). When we changed 
the CT fiducial for the ultrasounds’ microphone for registration, the screw loosened, and we had 
to screw it deeper and repeat the CT.

In the third patient, we selected the fiducial support instead of the fiducials themselves in the 
"marker search" step. This support has a similar shape when seen on the CT but different density 
(Fig. 2b, c). When we checked the precision on the surface screws we realized that there was an 
error of 10 mm in depth. Voxim® did not detect the mistake because fiducials and their support 
have the same geometry.

Table 2: Implantation plan, precision, and complications. R, right; L, left; B, bilateral; F, frontal; P, parietal; 
T, temporal; O, occipital; I, insular; EPLE, entry point localization error; TPLE, target point localization 
error; IQR, interquartile range

Patient Implantation 
plan

Num. 
electrodes

EPE mm (IQR) TPE mm (IQR) Surgical 
time

Intraoperative 
incidences/
complications

1 R-FTI 10 1.75 (1.42–2) 1.5 (1.42–2.4) 7 h 45' Electrodes’ collision

2 R-F 9 1.9 (1.5–2) 1 (0.5–1.4) 7 h Electrodes’ collision 
Electrode cap 
breakage

3 R-Central 9 0.5 (0.5–0.8) 1.2 (0.8–1.8) 7 h Marker search error

4 L-FTI 15 0.55 (0.5–0.95) 1.8 (1.5–2.05) 7 h 10' Meningitis

5 R-PTOI 12 1.3 (0.95–1.75) 1.35 (0.77–1.75) 7 h 25' Head-holder 
relocation

6 B-FPI 14 2 (1.72–2.5) 1.27 (0.97–2) 7 h 50'

7 L-FTI 12 2.17 (1.45–2.47) 1.65 (0.97–2.67) 8 h 5'

8 R-FTPI 12 1.47 (1.33–2.2) 1.65 (1.41–2.65) 8 h Temporal pole 
(PT) electrode not 
possible

9 R-FP 11 1.55 (1.37–1.67) 1.85 (1.7–1.92) 7 h 55'

10 R-FTI 10 1.82 (1.65–2.18) 2.35 (2.16–2.75) 6 h 15'

11 L-T 10 3.12 (2.91–3.3) 3.05 (2.63–3.83) 5 h 45'

12 R-FTI 13 3.1 (2.75–3.3) 3.65 (3.15–4.2) 5 h 20' Hematoma

13 R-FT 14 0.75 (0.64–1.07) 1.38 (1.17–1.83) 6 h 5' Fiducial screw in 
coronal suture  
Collision electrode 
caps

14 R-FI 13 1.07 (0.9–1.4) 1.4 (0.75–1.85) 5 h 10' Collision electrode 
caps Surface screw 
coincidence 
Electrodes’ collision

Mean 11.7 1.57 (1–2.25) 1.77 (1.2–2.6) 6 h 54'
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In patient 8 (7 years old), the bone screw was not stable enough to insert the electrode in the 
temporal pole, so its placement was declined.

In patients 13 and 14, two entry points were very close and the electrode caps collided (Fig. 
2d). It was solved using screws of different lengths.

In patients 1, 2, and 14, two electrodes collided in their trajectories (Fig. 2e). In two cases, we 
felt some resistance when inserting the second electrode. In the other case, we realized it after the 
postoperative CT. TPLE in these patients was 1.875 (1.25-2.75).

In the postoperative CT of patient 2, we also detected an electrode that was 13 mm shallower 
than planned. It was due to electrode cap breakage. We had to replace and reinsert this electrode 
to the adequate depth. 

Neurophysiologic Recording

After spending the first postoperative night in the P-ICU, the postoperative MRI was performed, 
and the patients were transferred to the epilepsy unit for continuous monitoring.

The electrodes were maintained between 3 and 17 days (8.8 days on average). Patient 4 
required implantation of an additional electrode the fifth day of SEEG monitoring. Electrodes 
were maintained for 17 days in this patient.

Electrical stimulation and brain mapping were performed in all patients, except patient 12. In 
those patients in whom dominant hemisphere for language was explored, nomination, repetition, 
and comprehension were meticulously evaluated.

Patients were discharged 1 or 2 days after explantation.
Data recorded were analyzed and the treatment plan was decided in the Multidisciplinary 

Epilepsy Unit Board.

dominant hemisphere for language was explored, nomination,
repetition, and comprehension were meticulously evaluated.

Patients were discharged 1 or 2 days after explantation.
Data recorded were analyzed and the treatment plan was

decided in the Multidisciplinary Epilepsy Unit Board.

Complications of SEEG

Two patients suffered complications of clinical significance.
Patient 4 suffered a meningitis without a demonstrated

germ. He required a 17-day implantation including a

second reimplantation to determine more precisely the
ictal onset. Immediately after removing the electrodes,
he presented dysphasia, and right mydriasis and
ophthalmoplegia due to cranial nerve III palsy. Brain
MRI showed meningeal enhancement after contrast ad-
ministration at the left temporal implantation area and at
the right tentorial cleft (Fig. 3a, b). The patient remained
without a fever and did not present a significant alteration
of the acute phase reactants in blood. The CSF obtained
by lumbar puncture was compatible with aseptic or
aborted meningitis. Antibiotic therapy and corticosteroids

Table 2 Implantation plan, precision, and complications. R, right; L, left; B, bilateral; F, frontal; P, parietal; T, temporal; O, occipital; I, insular; EPLE,
entry point localization error; TPLE, target point localization error; IQR, interquartile range

Patient Implantation
plan

Num.
electrodes

EPE mm (IQR) TPE mm (IQR) Surgical time Intraoperative
incidences/complications

1 R-FTI 10 1.75 (1.42–2) 1.5 (1.42–2.4) 7 h 45′ Electrodes’ collision

2 R-F 9 1.9 (1.5–2) 1 (0.5–1.4) 7 h Electrodes’ collision
Electrode cap breakage

3 R-Central 9 0.5 (0.5–0.8) 1.2 (0.8–1.8) 7 h Marker search error

4 L-FTI 15 0.55 (0.5–0.95) 1.8 (1.5–2.05) 7 h 10′ Meningitis

5 R-PTOI 12 1.3 (0.95–1.75) 1.35 (0.77–1.75) 7 h 25′ Head-holder relocation

6 B-FPI 14 2 (1.72–2.5) 1.27 (0.97–2) 7 h 50′

7 L-FTI 12 2.17 (1.45–2.47) 1.65 (0.97–2.67) 8 h 5′

8 R-FTPI 12 1.47 (1.33–2.2) 1.65 (1.41–2.65) 8 h Temporal pole (PT)
electrode not possible

9 R-FP 11 1.55 (1.37–1.67) 1.85 (1.7–1.92) 7 h 55′

10 R-FTI 10 1.82 (1.65–2.18) 2.35 (2.16–2.75) 6 h 15′

11 L-T 10 3.12 (2.91–3.3) 3.05 (2.63–3.83) 5 h 45′

12 R-FTI 13 3.1 (2.75–3.3) 3.65 (3.15–4.2) 5 h 20′ Hematoma

13 R-FT 14 0.75 (0.64–1.07) 1.38 (1.17–1.83) 6 h 5′ Fiducial screw in coronal suture
Collision electrode caps

14 R-FI 13 1.07 (0.9–1.4) 1.4 (0.75–1.85) 5 h 10′ Collision electrode caps
Surface screw coincidence
Electrodes’ collision

Mean 11.7 1.57 (1–2.25) 1.77 (1.2–2.6) 6 h 54′

Fig. 2 a Fiducial screw inserted
in the coronal suture. b Selection
of fiducial support instead of the
fiducials themselves in the
Bmarker search step^ (wrong). c
Fiducial selection in the Bmarker
search step^ (right). Fiducials are
more dense than their support. d
Electrode caps collision. e
Electrodes collision. f
Transfrontal trajectory to the
amygdala to avoid postsurgical
porencephaly
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Fig. 2: a Fiducial screw inserted in the coronal suture. b Selection of fiducial support instead of the fiducials themselves 
in the "marker search step" (wrong). c Fiducial selection in the "marker search step" (right). Fiducials are more dense 
than their support. d Electrode caps collision. e Electrodes collision. f Transfrontal trajectory to the amygdala to avoid 
postsurgical porencephaly.
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Complications of SEEG

Two patients suffered complications of clinical significance.
Patient 4 suffered a meningitis without a demonstrated germ. He required a 17-day implanta-

tion including a second reimplantation to determine more precisely the ictal onset. Immediately 
after removing the electrodes, he presented with dysphasia and right mydriasis and ophthalmo-
plegia due to cranial nerve III palsy. Brain MRI showed meningeal enhancement after contrast 
administration at the left temporal implantation area and at the right tentorial cleft (Fig. 3a, b). 
The patient remained without a fever and did not present a significant alteration of the acute phase 
reactants in blood. The CSF obtained by lumbar puncture was compatible with aseptic or aborted 
meningitis. Antibiotic therapy and corticosteroids were administered according to normal proto-
col with good clinical and radiological response.

Patient 12 suffered a right frontal hematoma. It was not visible in the postoperative CT but 
appeared in the MRI performed 19 h after the surgery (Fig. 3c). The patient remained clinically 
stable during 3 days and neurophysiological monitoring was allowed, but on the 3rd day, surgical 
evacuation was required and a resective surgery was also intended with the partial information 
obtained in SEEG monitoring.

Fig. 3: a MRI T1 showing meningeal enhance-
ment at the left temporal implantation area 
due to meningitis. b MRI T1 showing meningeal 
enhancement at the right tentorial cleft due 
to meningitis. c MRI T1 showing a right frontal 
hematoma 19 h after the implantation. d Elec-
trode displacement towards mid cerebral ar-
tery branch (arrow) causing a hematoma seen 
on postoperative CT fused with preoperative 
plan. e Asymptomatic venous infarct seen in 
MRI T1. f MRI T2 showing radiologic findings 
after thermocoagulation.

were administered according to normal protocol with
good clinical and radiological response.

Patient 12 suffered a right frontal hematoma. It was not
visible in the postoperative CT but appeared in the MRI per-
formed 19 h after the surgery (Fig. 3c). The patient remained
clinically stable during 3 days and neurophysiological moni-
toring was allowed, but on the 3rd day, surgical evacuation
was required and a resective surgery was also intended with
the partial information obtained in SEEG monitoring.

Four small foci of cortico-subcortical bleeding with edema
were detected in post-explant MRI in different patients. They
could be related to small venous infarcts due to dural coagu-
lation. None of them had clinical repercussions (Fig. 3e).

Usefulness of SEEG

In all cases, the SEEG was useful for making the therapeutic
decision, and preimplantation enquiries were answered in 12
of the 14 patients.

In patient 12, one of the preimplantation hypotheses includ-
ed anterior cingulum. This patient suffered a hematoma that
prevented us from exploring this area.

In patient 13, ictal onset was not well defined.
Information obtained with the SEEG allowed us to
delimitate the epileptogenic zone ahead of the central sul-
cus, but we could not discard motor cortex involvement in
epilepsy onset.

Fig. 3 a MRI T1 showing
meningeal enhancement at the left
temporal implantation area due to
meningitis. b MRI T1 showing
meningeal enhancement at the
right tentorial cleft due to
meningitis. c MRI T1 showing a
right frontal hematoma 19 h after
the implantation. d Electrode
displacement towards mid
cerebral artery branch (arrow)
causing a hematoma seen on
postoperative CT fused with
preoperative plan. e
Asymptomatic venous infarct
seen in MRI T1. f MRI T2
showing radiologic findings after
thermocoagulation
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Four small foci of cortico-subcortical bleeding with edema were detected in post-explant 
MRI in different patients. They could be related to small venous infarcts due to dural coagulation. 
None of them had clinical repercussions (Fig. 3e).

Usefulness of SEEG

In all cases, the SEEG was useful for making the therapeutic decision, and preimplantation enquir-
ies were answered in 12 of the 14 patients.

In patient 12, one of the preimplantation hypotheses included anterior cingulum. This patient 
suffered a hematoma that prevented us from exploring this area.

In patient 13, ictal onset was not well defined. Information obtained with the SEEG allowed 
us to delimitate the epileptogenic zone ahead of the central sulcus, but we could not discard motor 
cortex involvement in epilepsy onset.

Surgery was disregarded in two patients, in one by overlapping of the ictal onset with the 
primary motor and sensory area and in the other by multiple ictal initiations related to language 
eloquent cortex.

In 10 patients, resective or disconective surgery was decided. Thermocoagulation was per-
formed in one (Fig. 3f) after evaluating SEEG register and stimulation, but it was not effective 
enough and the patient underwent resective surgery.

Two more patients are waiting for the operation.

Discussion

Stereoelectroencephalography is a safe and effective technique in difficult-to-localize epilepsy [5, 
35]. Its safety depends, in part, on the technique chosen for electrode implantation and on a 
careful preimplantation plan. Moreover, proper preimplantation hypothesis and data analysis are 
crucial for effectiveness.

In this paper, we report our initial experience with the use of the robotic arm to insert SEEG 
depth electrodes for difficult-to-localize epilepsy in pediatric patients. SEEG was recommended 
in a small part of our candidates for epilepsy surgery. This is due to the fact that patients with 
developmental tumors (frequently associated to FCD) or those with multilobar or hemispheric 
malformations, so frequent in pediatrics, rarely need an invasive exploration. Since we started our 
SEEG program, we no longer perform invasive monitoring with subdural grids as in our experi-
ence, SEEG is better tolerated in children. This is probably due to their lower tolerance to swelling 
related to their higher brain volume compared to their skull capacity. However, we do not rule out 
this technique for future selected cases.

There are some particularities when using the stereotactic robot for SEEG in the pediatric 
population that must be underlined. First point is that children are more sensitive to radiation 
exposure. At least three CT scans are needed in the technique described. Despite that they are done 
with a pediatric low radiation protocol, it is desirable to reduce them. The preoperative by-phasic 
CT angiography [33] provides less radiation than an angiography. Besides that, Neurolocate® (a 
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new version of the Neuromate® software) will allow to perform the registration process with only 
two radiographs, sparing one of the CT scans. Finally, the postoperative CT scan is important 
to rule out intraoperative complications and allows us to locate the electrodes precisely when 
merging it with the preoperative MRI. It could be replaced by an MRI, but we prefer to perform 
the MRI as a deferred exploration 24 h postoperative to watch out delayed problems and to obtain 
additional information about electrode location. Arranging the MRI just after the surgery in our 
hospital is currently difficult.

Second point refers to bone thickness. Children have a bone thinner than adults, especially 
in younger ages. We checked bone thickness preoperatively for every trajectory. In some cases, 
we needed to change the desired trajectory to avoid postsurgical bone defects or areas with skull 
thinner than 2 mm, specifically in the temporal region in younger children. In fact, in patient 8 
(7 years old), we were not able to insert a temporal electrode because the screw was not stable 
enough. In this case, the thickness of the bone was of 3 mm, the trajectory was oblique, and the 
screw suffered displacements by the temporal muscle contractions. In our series, the younger 
patients were 5 years of age and the minimum bone thickness of 3 mm. This is a relatively common 
limit usually corresponding to children older than 3 years, but Taussig et al. describe the feasibil-
ity of this exploration in children as young as 5 months. Anyway, they recognize that in children 
younger than 2 years old, cranial and electrode fixation limit this technique [38].

Third, the cerebral cortex is also thinner in younger patients. This makes it often difficult to 
place the minimum of two contacts in the cortex maintaining the safe distance from vessels.

Finally, the degree of collaboration in younger patients during monitoring is limited. For this 
reason, we assure the electrodes with a capelin as shown in Fig. 1k, l.

We have recorded several intraoperative events; however, only two of them were of clinical 
significance, and none has left permanent neurological deficits. We consider most of these related 
to the learning curve associated with starting a new technique in our hospital. For this reason, 
we describe them in detail to help other neurosurgical teams to avoid them in their first robot-
assisted surgeries. In our opinion, all these events also contributed to lengthen the surgical time.

In patients in whom resective surgery failed and a SEEG was proposed, bone and poren-
cephaly cavities have to be checked. In the first patient, we had to reach the amygdalar nucleus 
from the frontal lobe to avoid a temporal postsurgical cavity (Fig. 2f). Alternatively, we also could 
have used an electrode with an inner wire stylet (Ad-tech Medical).

Checking the preoperative 3D reconstruction with the trajectories while stabilizing the 
patient’s head can help to avoid having to relocate the head-holder. It is also recommended to 
avoid the coronal suture when inserting the fiducial screw.

In the "marker search" step of patient registration of the robotic arm software, attention must 
be paid to select the fiducials (of higher radiopacity) and not their support (Fig. 2b, c). Their 
shapes are similar, and their geometry is identical, so they could be mistaken, and the system 
would not detect this mistake if an accuracy check was not made after registration. It is of great 
importance to check precision with surface screws to rule out errors during registration.

In case of excessive closeness of two trajectories at the entry point, it can be solved using 
screws of different lengths.
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Collision of electrodes along their trajectories should be avoided. It could cause its deviation. 
We did not find significant differences in TPLE in the trajectories that collided. Even so, attention 
should be paid when planning and revising the trajectories in the 3D reconstruction of the plan-
ning software. A safety margin of 1 cm between electrodes at their entry point and along their 
trajectory has been recommended [24]. If any resistance was felt while introducing the electrode, 
this maneuver should be stopped and trajectories should be checked once more. Teams using 
exclusively orthogonal implantation trajectories seldom experience this issue. The collision of tra-
jectories in three patients despite a meticulous planning might reflect limitations in the planning 
software. Dixi Medical has improved the design of the cap doing its breakage more difficult.

Finally, difficulties in transferring postoperative CT datasets for its co-registration with pre-
planned trajectories for postoperative accuracy check also contributed to the lengthened surgical 
time. An intraoperative CT [1] or MRI [34] or connecting the robotic arm via network would 
solve this problem. Increasing surgical expertise can also help to reduce surgical time. In fact, it 
has evolved from more than 8 h in the first patient to 5 h in the last one, with a mean time for 
electrode of less than 10 min in this case.

The accuracy obtained in our procedures (EPLE of 1.57 mm and TPLE of 1.77 mm) was 
similar to that reported by other groups with other frameless stereotaxic systems (EPLE 0.86–
2.53 mm and TPLE 1.7–2.96) [2, 6, 8, 14, 18, 22, 28, 36, 41] and to frame-based systems (EPLE 
1.54 and TPLE 1.1–2.93) [19, 40]. See Table 3. Leaving a “safety cylinder” of 5 mm in diameter 
around each trajectory is coherent with our interquartile range (EPLE 1.57–2.25 mm and TPLE 
1.2–2.6 mm). Accuracy for our DBS procedures has been described elsewhere [3].

We have detected that the accuracy of the robotic system may diminish over time and after 
several procedures. We also noticed a significant improvement of the accuracy after every main-
tenance of the robotic arm (Fig. 4). This could be related to moving the robot in and out of the 
operating room before and after its use. Therefore, it is extremely important to perform the sched-
uled maintenance, to not move the robot out of the operating room and to check accuracy before 
and after every surgery.

We suffered two major complications in our short series: a meningitis and a hemorrhage. 
These are the most common complications described in the literature [13, 22, 29, 31]. None of 
these patients had permanent neurological impairment.

The patient affected by the meningitis required a long implantation including a reimplanta-
tion. These are the most important risk factors for infection in these patients, apart from CSF leak. 
SEEG monitoring time must be as short as possible to respond to preimplantation hypothesis. 
There is no evidence that not shaving the entire head increases the risk of infection. Our patients 
are able to return to school 2 days after explantation so their appearance and social environment 
has to be taken into account and we prefer not to shave.

The hematoma was related to a misplaced electrode to anterior cingulum. Accuracy of this 
electrode was of 3.3 mm at the entry point and 4.55 mm at the target point. Accuracy in this 
patient had a median of 3.1 mm (IQR 2.75–3.3 mm) at the entry point and 3.65 mm (IQR 3.15–
4.2) at the target point. Frontal lobe implantation has been related to an increased risk of bleed-
ing [13, 38]. In our opinion, loss of accuracy contributed to this hematoma as the electrode was 
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Table 3: Accuracy in different series with different stereotactic systems (based on Van der Loo et al. [40]). 
P, pediatric patients; A, adult patients; Ph, phantom; -, not specified; EPLE, entry point localization error; 
TPLE, target point localization error

Study Year Patients Stereotactic system Trajectories EPLE (mm) TPLE (mm)

Golash A et al. [18] 2000 Ph Neuromate® 2.4

Li et al. [28] 2002 Ph Neuromate® robot 5 1.95

Cardinale et al. [6] 2013 A + P Talairach frame 517 1.43 2.69

Neuromate® robot 1050 0.78 1.77

González-Martínez  
et al. [19]

2013 A + P Leksell® frame 1367 1.1

Balanescu et al. [2] 2014 A StarFix® 3D printed 52 0.68 1.64

González-Martínez  
et al. [20]

2016 A + P Rosa® robot 500 1.2 1.7

Verburg et al. [41] 2016 A + P Varioguide® 89 3.5

Roessler et al. [34] 2016 A Intraoperative MRI 
navigated tube

58 3.2 1.4

Cardinale et al. [8] 2017 Ph Neuromate® 
Neurolocate

40 0.59 1.49

- Neuromate® 127 0.78 1.77

De Benedictis et al. [14] 2017 P Rosa® robot 386 1.5 1.96

Van der Loo et al. [40] 2017 A + P Leksell® frame 854 1.54 2.93

Dorfer et al. [16] 2016 A + P iSys1 robot 93 1.3 1.5

Spyrantis et al. [36] 2018 A Rosa® robot with 
MRI registration

40 2.53 2.96

Present report 2018 P Neuromate 164 1.57 1.77

misplaced towards a branch of the middle cerebral artery (Fig. 3d). This hematoma was not shown 
in immediate postoperative CT, rather in the MR performed 19 h after the surgery. Delayed occur-
rence of a hematoma after SEEG has already been described [15], so a deferred neuroimaging 
exploration should not be obviated.

Cerebral angiography can be useful to decrease the risk of hemorrhage [7, 22]. The most 
experienced SEEG groups have incorporated it to their standard practice. We perform a double-
contrast CT [33] instead of the angiography. In our short experience, this technique is also useful 
for this purpose. In our patient, the problem was not in the preoperative plan, rather in the accu-
racy of the robot. In fact, EPLE and TPLE in the previously operated patient were of 3.12 mm and 
3.37 mm respectively. In Fig. 4, it is shown that the risk of bleeding could be related to accuracy 
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worsening. Accuracy must be checked not only before every surgery but also after every operation 
too and, in case of detecting an incipient impairment, a robot maintenance is mandatory.

Stereoelectroencephalography answered the questions posed by the preimplantation hypoth-
eses for almost all our patients and was useful for therapeutic decision in all cases. Epilepsy surgery 
outcome will be reported when longer follow-up is reached.

Conclusions

Stereoelectroencephalography has been useful for decision-making in our pediatric patients. The 
robotic arm is an accurate tool for the insertion of the deep electrodes. Nevertheless, this is a 
complex and invasive procedure. Thus, it is not risk-free and many issues may arise at the begin-
ning of a robotic-assisted SEEG program that has to be taken into account beforehand.
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the entry point and 4.55 mm at the target point. Accuracy
in this patient had a median of 3.1 mm (IQR 2.75–3.3 mm)
at the entry point and 3.65 mm (IQR 3.15–4.2) at the target
point. Frontal lobe implantation has been related to an in-
creased risk of bleeding [13, 38]. In our opinion, loss of
accuracy contributed to this hematoma as the electrode was
misplaced towards a branch of the middle cerebral artery
(Fig. 3d). This hematoma was not shown in immediate
postoperative CT, rather in the MR performed 19 h after
the surgery. Delayed occurrence of a hematoma after
SEEG has already been described [15], so a deferred neu-
roimaging exploration should not be obviated.

Cerebral angiography can be useful to decrease the risk of
hemorrhage [7, 22]. The most experienced SEEG groups have
incorporated it to their standard practice. We perform a
double-contrast CT [33] instead of the angiography. In our
short experience, this technique is also useful for this purpose.
In our patient, the problem was not in the preoperative plan,
rather in the accuracy of the robot. In fact, EPLE and TPLE in
the previously operated patient were of 3.12 mm and 3.37 mm
respectively. In Fig. 4, it is shown that the risk of bleeding
could be related to accuracy worsening. Accuracy must be
checked not only before every surgery but also after every
operation too and, in case of detecting an incipient impair-
ment, a robot maintenance is mandatory.

SEEG answered the questions posed by the preimplanta-
tion hypotheses for almost all our patients and was useful for

therapeutic decision in all cases. Epilepsy surgery outcome
will be reported when longer follow-up is reached.

Conclusions

SEEG has been useful for decision-making in our pediatric
patients. The robotic arm is an accurate tool for the insertion of
the deep electrodes. Nevertheless, this is a complex and inva-
sive procedure. Thus, it is not risk-free and many issues may
arise at the beginning of a robotic-assisted SEEG program that
has to be taken into account beforehand.
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Fig. 4 Diagram of accuracy for
every patient at the entry point
defined as the entry point
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point localizing error (TPLE)
(down) calculated with
STATA14. Vertical arrows
indicate when the robot
maintenance was held. The red
square highlights the patient who
suffered a hematoma
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Fig. 4: Diagram of accuracy for 
every patient at the entry point 
defined as the entry point local-
izing error (EPLE) (up) and at the 
target point as the target point 
localizing error (TPLE) (down) 
calculated with STATA14. Verti-
cal arrows indicate when the 
robot maintenance was held. 
The red square highlights the 
patient who suffered a hema-
toma.
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Comments
The authors describe their initial clinical experience after performing robot-assisted-stereo-EEG in pediatric cohort of 14 patients. 
Prospective data concerning complications, usefulness, and accuracy have been collected and evaluated. Additionally, the authors discuss 
the problems and obstacles they have encountered during the establishment of an robotic arm. They also propose different solutions, which 
may help other centers overcome the initial difficulties with this technique. This is an obviously honest paper concerning a demanding 
group of pediatric epilepsy patients, who need invasive presurgical monitoring. As the authors state by themselves, "“they intend to describe 
the surgical technique”" and the provided technical information can be very valuable for other centers starting to use a  robotic arm. I am 
concerned about the number of CT scans associated with this procedure, especially in a pediatric population. At least three scans are needed 
(preoperative CT angio, during the procedure, and postoperatively) and in some cases with fiducial displacement even more scans may be 
required. The authors commented on these issues, but to my mind it remains an issue. Thus, further development should also aim for further 
reduction of radiation in such procedures.
Hans Clusmann 
Aachen, Germany

Source: Candela-Cantó, S., Aparicio, J., López, J.M. et al. Acta Neurochir (2018) 160: 2489. https://doi.org/10.1007/s00701-018-3720-8.  
© Springer-Verlag GmbH Austria, part of Springer Nature 2018.
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"Dirty Coagulation" Technique as an Alternative 
to Microclips for Control of Bleeding from 
Deep Feeders During Brain Arteriovenous 
Malformation Surgery
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Abstract

Meticulous haemostasis is one of the most important factors during microneurosurgical resec-
tion of brain arteriovenous malformation (AVM). Controlling major arterial feeders and drain-
ing veins with clips and bipolar coagulation are well-established techniques, while managing 
with bleeding from deep tiny vessels still proves to be challenging. This technical note describes 
a technique used by the senior author in AVM surgery for last 20 years in dealing with the issue 
highlighted. "Dirty coagulation" is a technique of bipolar coagulation of small feeders carried out 
together with a thin layer of brain tissue that surrounds these fragile vessels. The senior author 
uses this technique for achieving permanent haemostasis predominantly in large and/or deep-
seated AVMs. To illustrate the efficacy of this technique, we retrospectively reviewed the outcome 
of Spetzler-Martin (SM) grade III-V AVMs resected by the senior author over the last 5 years 
(2010–2015). Thirty-five cases of AVM surgeries (14 SM grade III, 15 SM grade IV and 6 SM 
grade V) in this 5-year period were analysed. No postoperative intracranial haemorrhage was 
encountered as a result of bleeding from the deep feeders. Postoperative angiograms showed com-
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plete resection of all AVMs, except in two cases (SM grade V and grade III). "Dirty coagulation" 
provides an effective way to secure haemostasis from deep tiny feeders. This cost-effective method 
could be successfully used for achieving permanent haemostasis and thereby decreasing postop-
erative haemorrhage in AVM surgery.

Keywords Arteriovenous malformation, Bipolar coagulation, Microneurosurgery, Neurosurgical 
trick

Background

Resection of high-grade cerebral arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) is considered amongst the 
most complex and difficult in neurovascular surgeries. Some of the major problems are caused by 
not achieving permanent haemostasis in large and/or deep-seated lesions, commonly due to the 
small fragile feeders with a tendency to retract and hide inside white matter, and therefore resist-
ant to simple coagulation. Furthermore, due to the very irregular elastic lamina, bipolar coagu-
lation of these small fragile feeder vessels has proved ineffective, as they commonly stick to the 
bipolar forceps. One of the strategies described was the application of miniclips or microclips to 
manage these fragile vessels. However, if many microclips are used, orientation in the surgical 
field becomes more difficult and the risk of accidently tearing the vessels increases due to inad-
vertent manipulation of the clips. Different strategies have been developed, including the "dirty 
coagulation" technique, to deal with this problem when resecting brain AVM. Even though the 
technique might not seem elegant, it has proven to be effective.

This article describes the "dirty coagulation" technique in the microneurosurgical manage-
ment of AVM and reviews the results of complex AVM resection by the senior author in the last 
5 years to illustrate the efficacy based on intraoperative videos, radiological reports and clinical 
outcomes.

Methods

Clinical Material

From an extensive database of more than 1,200 AVMs treated in Helsinki and Kuopio, Finland, 
we retrospectively analysed AVM resections over a 5-year period (from September 2010 to June 
2015) in view of the availability of high-definition quality videos. During this time, the senior 
author operated on 62 patients harbouring supratentorial and infratentorial AVMs. All the cases 
were categorised according to the Spetzler-Martin (SM) grading system [11]. We then selected 35 
cases of SM grade III-V AVMs with intraoperative videos available for review. These high-grade 
cases were selected as they were most challenging in eliminating these tiny but extremely fragile 
feeder vessels. The data were collected under the approval of a local university hospital ethics 
committee (469/E0/04 HUCH).
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Surgical Technique

During dissection of the AVM nidus, often in the deeper part, a neurosurgeon encounters the 
tiny fragile feeder vessels that are not amenable to the conventional method of coagulation. At 
this stage, we would apply the "dirty coagulation" technique. The basic idea of this technique is 
to use coagulum from the surrounding brain tissue with the vessel for stabilising bleeding. The 
"dirty coagulation" technique is executed through grabbing a small amount of tissue by bipolar 
tips and performing slow coagulation. This process takes some time, but if it is done too quickly 
the tiny feeders may shrink and retract back into the white matter. Thereby, the coagulum of 
tissue occludes the vessel lumen (Fig. 1). This helps to control bleeding and achieve permanent 
haemostasis.

This article describes the Bdirty coagulation^ technique in the
microneurosurgical management of AVM and reviews the re-
sults of complex AVM resection by the senior author in the last
5 years to illustrate the efficacy based on intraoperative videos,
radiological reports and clinical outcomes.

Methods

Clinical material

From an extensive database of more than 1,200 AVMs treated
in Helsinki and Kuopio, Finland, we retrospectively analysed
AVM resections over a 5-year period (from September 2010 to
June 2015) in view of the availability of high-definition quality
videos. During this time, the senior author operated on 62 pa-
tients harbouring supratentorial and infratentorial AVMs. All
the cases were categorised according to the Spetzler-Martin
grading system (SM) [11]. We then selected 35 cases of SM
grade III-VAVMs with intraoperative videos available for re-
view. These high-grade cases were selected as they were most
challenging in eliminating these tiny but extremely fragile feed-
er vessels. The data were collected under the approval of a local
university hospital ethics committee (469/E0/04 HUCH).

Surgical technique

During dissection of the AVMnidus, often in the deeper part, a
neurosurgeon encounters the tiny fragile feeder vessels that
are not amenable to the conventional method of coagulation.
At this stage, we would apply the Bdirty coagulation^ tech-
nique. The basic idea of this technique is to use coagulum
from the surrounding brain tissue with the vessel for
stabilising bleeding. The Bdirty coagulation^ technique is ex-
ecuted through grabbing a small amount of tissue by bipolar
tips and performing slow coagulation. This process takes
some time, but if it is done too quickly the tiny feeders may
shrink and retract back into the white matter. Thereby, the
coagulum of tissue occludes the vessel lumen (Fig. 1). This
helps to control bleeding and achieve permanent haemostasis.

To perform this, we prefer the Malis bipolar system (Codman,
Raynham, MA, USA), usually using blunt forceps, with 2.0-
mm tips and a bipolar setting of 25; and occasionally sharp
forceps with a bipolar setting of 15–20. Generally, the blunt
bipolar forceps are less susceptible to sticking of the fragile
feeder vessels in comparison to the sharp forceps. In our prac-
tice, we use regular bipolar forceps. The special features to
prevent stickiness include using extremely clean and cold for-
ceps. To achieve this, cold saline can be used to clean the
forceps. Additionally, several pairs of similar forceps are
available on the operating table, to increase operative efficacy
by ensuring at least a pair of clean forceps are available at all
times. The Bdirty coagulation^ is also executed in a gentle
manner under extreme concentration to eliminate damaging
the surrounding tissue.

Some features of intraoperative and postoperative care

Generally, during AVM resections, we typically positioned the
head 15–20 cm above the heart, ensuring no impairment of
cerebral venous return. Mainly, semi-sitting or sitting posi-
tions are preferred, if feasible, according to localisation of
the lesion. Systolic blood pressure (sBP) is maintained usually
at the level of 100 mmHg. In some cases, when we encoun-
tered difficulties to coagulate the bleeding vessel, careful de-
crease of sBP to 60–70 mmHg for a short interval can help to
achieve stable coagulation. This period can be prolonged up to
20–25 min if sBP is maintained around 80 mmHg. If during
surgery we encountered a huge number of deep fragile vessels
and dirty coagulation is heavily used, postoperatively such
patients are maintained in a controlled moderate hypotensive
state (100–120 mmHg) for several days. In selective cases,
even deep arterial hypotension (80–100 mmHg) can be used
in the postoperative period for the same reason.

Results

The Bdirty coagulation^ technique was utilised in all 35 pa-
tients with SM III—V grade AVMs (see Video, Supplemental
Digital Content 1 and Fig. 2). Patient characteristics, radiolog-
ical features and postoperative bleeding in the resection bed
are presented in the Table 1. Two patients had residual AVMs
after the first operation. One patient with giant central SM
grade-VAVM underwent four microneurosurgical operations
and four embolisations [6]. Another patient with posterior
midbrain SM grade-III AVM showed a small remnant in the
postoperative period. This patient subsequently underwent
radiosurgical treatment of the AVM remnant. No postopera-
tive intracranial haemorrhage was encountered as a result of
bleeding from the deep feeders. One patient with angiograph-
ically proven complete resection of SM grade-IV callosal
AVM had postoperative subarachnoid haemorrhage due to

Fig. 1 Illustrations on the principle of the Bdirty coagulation^ technique
to control deep arterial feeders using coagulum from the surrounding
brain tissue with the vessel to achieve haemostasis
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Fig. 1: Illustrations on the principle of the "dirty 
coagulation" technique to control deep arterial 
feeders using coagulum from the surrounding 
brain tissue with the vessel to achieve haemostasis.

To perform this, we prefer the Malis bipolar system (Codman, Raynham, MA, USA), usually 
using blunt forceps, with 2.0 mm tips and a bipolar setting of 25; and occasionally sharp forceps 
with a bipolar setting of 15–20. Generally, the blunt bipolar forceps are less susceptible to sticking 
of the fragile feeder vessels in comparison to the sharp forceps. In our practice, we use regular 
bipolar forceps. The special features to prevent stickiness include using extremely clean and cold 
forceps. To achieve this, cold saline can be used to clean the forceps. Additionally, several pairs of 
similar forceps are available on the operating table, to increase operative efficacy by ensuring at 
least a pair of clean forceps are available at all times. The "dirty coagulation" is also executed in a 
gentle manner under extreme concentration to eliminate damaging the surrounding tissue.

Some Features of Intraoperative and Postoperative Care

Generally, during AVM resections, we typically positioned the head 15–20 cm above the heart, 
ensuring no impairment of cerebral venous return. Mainly, semi-sitting or sitting positions are 
preferred, if feasible, according to localisation of the lesion. Systolic blood pressure (SBP) is main-
tained usually at the level of 100 mmHg. In some cases, when we encountered difficulties to coag-
ulate the bleeding vessel, careful decrease of SBP to 60–70 mmHg for a short interval can help to 
achieve stable coagulation. This period can be prolonged up to 20–25 min if SBP is maintained 
around 80 mmHg. If during surgery we encountered a huge number of deep fragile vessels and 
dirty coagulation is heavily used, postoperatively such patients are maintained in a controlled 
moderate hypotensive state (100–120 mmHg) for several days. In selective cases, even deep arte-
rial hypotension (80–100 mmHg) can be used in the postoperative period for the same reason.
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Results

The "dirty coagulation" technique was utilised in all 35 patients with grade III-V grade AVMs 
(see Video, Supplemental Digital Content 1 and Fig. 2). Patient characteristics, radiological fea-
tures and postoperative bleeding in the resection bed are presented in the Table 1. Two patients 

rupture of a proximal pericallosal aneurysm. Another patient,
after removal of an SM grade-V giant frontal AVM, had thin
bilateral subdural haematomas. This patient did not need re-
operation and was treated conservatively. No operative mor-
tality related to the described technique was encountered.

Discussion

In selective cases, microsurgical resection of the AVM re-
mains the Bgold standard^ treatment modality that offers im-
mediate AVM obliteration and a high curative rate [8, 10, 13].
We believe that surgical management of AVM remains one of
the most challenging operations for the neurosurgeons, partic-
ularly when intraoperative AVM ruptures [16]. Torne et al.
[14] classified causes of intraoperative AVM rupture in three
categories: torn feeders, nidal penetration and premature ve-
nous occlusion.

From the senior author’s experience, the torn feeders are
the most difficult bleeding cause to control, particularly from
the small fragile feeder vessels [3], and tamponade with small
cotton balls is usually inadequate to control the bleeding. In
many cases, these feeders arise from the deep part of the brain
parenchyma and in close proximity to the ventricular systems
[2]. Application of the Bdirty coagulation^ technique for small
paraventricular vessels is difficult and usually ineffective as
the ependymal layer fails to stabilise coagulation.

Morgan [7] proposed an elegant strategy of early access to
the deep component of AVM to occlude the deep arterial
feeders. When practical, this reduces the inflow to the nidus,
and therefore circumferential spiral dissection of the AVM
becomes less challenging as the nidus is softened.
Alternatively, the large deep arterial feeders can also be oc-
cluded by endovascular methods to achieve the same purpose,
and reduce the haemorrhagic risk of AVM surgery when
resecting high-grade lesions. However, these techniques do
not address the haemorrhagic risk from small tiny arterial

Fig. 2 Illustrative case 1. a Computed tomographic (CT) brain scan
showed a large posterior fossa haematoma with hydrocephalus as evi-
denced by the enlarged temporal horns of the lateral ventricles, b and c
Digital subtraction angiography (DSA), revealed a large left posterior
fossa AVM with superior cerebellar artery and pontine arterial feeders,
and early venous drainage to the left sigmoid sinus. d CT brain showed a

well-decompressed posterior fossa, evacuation of the cerebellar
haematoma with resolution of hydrocephalus. e and f DSA. Complete
resection of the AVM was also achieved incorporating the Bdirty
coagulation^ techniques to deal with small deep fragile feeders, and no
AVM nidus or early venous drainage seen in the postoperative DSA
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Fig. 2: Illustrative case 1. a Computed 
tomographic (CT) brain scan showed a 
large posterior fossa haematoma with 
hydrocephalus as evidenced by the 
enlarged temporal horns of the lateral 
ventricles, b and c Digital subtraction 
angiography (DSA), revealed a large 
left posterior fossa AVM with superior 
cerebellar artery and pontine arterial 
feeders, and early venous drainage to 
the left sigmoid sinus. d CT brain showed 
a well-decompressed posterior fossa, 
evacuation of the cerebellar haematoma 
with resolution of hydrocephalus. e and  
f DSA. Complete resection of the AVM 
was also achieved incorporating the 
"dirty coagulation" techniques to deal 
with small deep fragile feeders, and no 
AVM nidus or early venous drainage seen 
in the postoperative DSA.

Table 1: The characteristics and radiological features of 35 patients with AVMs of SM grade III-V with 
application of the "dirty coagulation" technique.

Mean age (range), years 40.2 (11–68)

Males:females, n 22:13

Grades of AVMs, n

III 14

IV 15

V 6

Ruptured:unruptured, n 14:21

Final-check angiogram (DSA, MRI, CT), n

Complete occlusion 33

Residual 2a

Postoperative haemorrhage in resection bed, n 0b

aOne patient underwent multistage treatment (published elsewhere); another patient, with posterior midbrain AVM, had a small residual 
and underwent radiosurgery
bOne patient had postoperative bleed due to ruptured of an unrecognised pericallosal aneurysm; another patient showed bilateral thin 
subdural haematomas after resection of a giant AVM
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had residual AVMs after the first operation. One patient with giant central SM grade-V AVM 
underwent four microneurosurgical operations and four embolisations [6]. Another patient with 
posterior midbrain SM grade-III AVM showed a small remnant in the postoperative period. 
This patient subsequently underwent radiosurgical treatment of the AVM remnant. No postop-
erative intracranial haemorrhage was encountered as a result of bleeding from the deep feeders. 
One patient with angiographically proven complete resection of SM grade-IV callosal AVM had 
postoperative subarachnoid haemorrhage due to rupture of a proximal pericallosal aneurysm. 
Another patient, after removal of an SM grade-V giant frontal AVM, had thin bilateral subdural 
haematomas. This patient did not need reoperation and was treated conservatively. No operative 
mortality related to the described technique was encountered.

Discussion

In selective cases, microsurgical resection of the AVM remains the "gold standard" treatment 
modality that offers immediate AVM obliteration and a high curative rate [8, 10, 13]. We believe 
that surgical management of AVM remains one of the most challenging operations for the neuro-
surgeons, particularly when intraoperative AVM ruptures [16]. Torne et al. [14] classified causes 
of intraoperative AVM rupture in three categories: torn feeders, nidal penetration and premature 
venous occlusion.

From the senior author’s experience, the torn feeders are the most difficult bleeding cause to 
control, particularly from the small fragile feeder vessels [3], and tamponade with small cotton 
balls is usually inadequate to control the bleeding. In many cases, these feeders arise from the deep 
part of the brain parenchyma and in close proximity to the ventricular systems [2]. Application of 
the "dirty coagulation" technique for small paraventricular vessels is difficult and usually ineffec-
tive as the ependymal layer fails to stabilise coagulation.

Morgan [7] proposed an elegant strategy of early access to the deep component of AVM to 
occlude the deep arterial feeders. When practical, this reduces the inflow to the nidus, and there-
fore circumferential spiral dissection of the AVM becomes less challenging as the nidus is sof-
tened. Alternatively, the large deep arterial feeders can also be occluded by endovascular methods 
to achieve the same purpose, and reduce the haemorrhagic risk of AVM surgery when resecting 
high-grade lesions. However, these techniques do not address the haemorrhagic risk from small 
tiny arterial feeder vessels. As a result, the management of tiny fragile feeding vessels at depth 
remained problematic.

Perinidal capillaries and tiny arterial feeders that surround the nidal have irregular elastic 
lamina [9]. Therefore, managing such vessels with direct bipolar coagulation is usually ineffective 
in stopping bleeding. Some authors proposed to control bleeding from these tiny fragile feeder 
vessels using miniclips and microclips [1, 12]. However, employment of this technique is dif-
ficult. For example, in large AVM surgery, application of many microclips might impair the visu-
alisation of the nidal margin and render further resection problematic. Potentially the clips can 
be displaced during manipulation and caused shearing of the fragile feeder vessels. In addition, 
the use of microclips might pose the long-term risk of clip migration as previously reported [1]. 
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Additional to microclips, tiny balls of oxidised cellulose covered by cottonoids could be used to 
tamponade the bleeding point, and occasionally the cotton balls held in place using self-retraining 
brain retractors. Combination of various strategies might be required in selective cases. Sometimes 
lower-grade AVMs also have these tiny vessels. In our opinion, the "dirty coagulation" technique 
described here using bipolar coagulation is sufficient and effective in dealing with such problems 
of controlling bleeding from these tiny fragile feeders. These small feeders, if not handled appro-
priately, can lead to the most devastating complication of AVM surgery: postoperative haema-
toma that could cause high morbidity and mortality. The application of the "dirty coagulation" 
technique can also be employed for removal of highly vascularised tumours (for example, malig-
nant gliomas). Despite the fact that we did not encounter haemorrhagic complications related to 
the application of "dirty coagulation" technique, our series is relatively small and does not allow 
us to make an unambiguous statement about the effectiveness of the method. Perioperative bleed-
ing complications after surgical treatment vary from 0 to 12.8% in different series [4, 5, 15]. As 
we analysed only cases with available high-definition quality videos, our series included only 35 
cases that were performed during the last 5 years. Thereby, due to the relatively small number of 
cases in our series, we could not make a conclusion of a general nature about the bleeding risks. 
For comprehensive analysis, further investigation is needed.

This article describes the "dirty coagulation" technique in the microneurosurgical manage-
ment of AVM and review of results of complex AVM resection by the senior author in the last 5 
years proved its efficacy as no postoperative haematoma was encountered as a result of bleeding 
from the deep feeders.

Conclusions

The "dirty coagulation" technique has proved to be reliable, effective and safe in dealing with the 
tiny fragile deep feeders, and thereby to achieve permanent haemostasis in complex AVM surgery.
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Comments
This is a technique that Dr. Hernesniemi is known to have pioneered and promoted. When introduced it defied the conventional wisdom, at 
the time, of fine bipolar technique applied to the vessel with no collateral damage to be inflicted on surrounding tissue. However, for AVM 
this technique often fails for reasons presented in this paper and this "dirty coagulation" technique is necessary. It is important for those 
charged with the care of AVM to be aware of this technique and who first promoted its use. I have seen Dr. Hernesniemi use this and have 
adopted this technique, where appropriate, for my own AVM cases.

Michael Kerin 
Morgan, Australia

I think this is a helpful contribution because it shows the way to a very useful, albeit counterintuitive technique for coagulating tiny 
vessels. I have used this technique for decades and never bothered to write about it because it is so obviously the only technique that works 
in the deep white matter around AVMs. I am sure that this technique has been used by many other AVM surgeons also because it is a logical 
development. As it has been demonstrated, the intuitive decision to use fine-tipped forceps for fine vessels is wrong for fine vessels in the 
white matter around AVM, just as many other spontaneous intuitive decisions made by medical doctors.

Microclips are a good alternative method, but I can confirm many of the observations the authors have made: too many microclips soon 
turn out to be in the way when dealing with other small feeders. These difficult feeders in deep become more common the closer one is to 
the ependyma of the ventricle. The microclips produce short-cuts when bipolar is used close to them and they can shear off. This reviewer 
also confirms that the use of broader bipolar tips is very useful, because the current flow is not so focused as in finely tipped bipolar forceps. 
Thus, sticking to the coagulated vessel is less frequent when using broader tipped forceps. This somehow automatically leads to the tech-
nique that these authors have named "dirty coagulation". A major part of the trick of "dirty coagulation" is to include some tissue around 
the vessel between the two forceps tips (as described) but also to use a not too high current and take some time with a low flow of electric 
current in order to allow the tissue to shrink slowly and desiccate slowly. The speed of shrinking and desiccation is an important feature, 
because if this happens too quickly these fragile feeders may tear 2–3 mm away from the coagulation forceps because they are torn away.

The apparently logical step of using very fine forceps and only enclosing the tiny vessel just does not work in the deep white matter 
around AVM. This reviewer has used blunt forceps 95% of the time during his own large AVM series [10]. The counterintuitive step of using 
broad-tipped forceps turns out to be more effective and better suited.

Johannes Schramm 
Bonn, Germany

Source: Kozyrev, D.A., Thiarawat, P., Jahromi, B.R. et al. Acta Neurochir (2017) 159: 855. https://doi.org/10.1007/s00701-017-3138-8.  
© Springer-Verlag Wien 2017.
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Fig. 1: Trapezius (spinal accessory n). Ask the patient to shrug the shoulders (A), then against resistance (B).

Examination of the Upper Limb
Amgad S. Hanna

 Motor Examination

Muscles are tested and graded using the MRC system: 0: no function, 1: flicker, 2: movement with 
gravity eliminated, 3: movement against gravity, 4: movement against some resistance, and 5: 
normal. Detailed testing can be done using a hydraulic hand dynamometer. Range of motion can 
be tested with a goniometer.
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A B

Fig. 2: Rhomboids (dorsal scapular n). 
Ask the patient to retract the shoulder 
blades towards the midline as in a 
military position.

Fig. 3: Latissimus dorsi 
(thoracodorsal n). (A) Ask 
the patient to cough while 
palpating the posterior 
axillary fold to assess for 
muscle contraction. (B) 
Ask the patient to adduct 
the shoulder against 
resistance from a 90° 
position with the elbow 
flexed.
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Fig. 5: Teres minor (axillary n). Shoulder external rotation is tested by asking the 
patient to push backwards with his hand against resistance while the shoulder 
and elbow are at 90°.

Fig. 4: Teres major (lower subscapular n). Ask the patient to adduct the shoulder 
against resistance from a 90° position with the elbow fully extended.

A B
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23 Examination of the Upper Limb

Fig. 6: Subscapularis (upper and lower subscapular nn). (A) Shoulder internal rotation is tested 
by asking the patient to push backwards with the hand against resistance while the shoulder and 
elbow are at 90°. (B) Gerber’s lift-off test [1]: ask the patient to lift the hand off his back against 
resistance.

Fig. 7: Test for scapular winging. Ask the patient to push on the wall 
first with the elbows extended. (A) This tests for serratus anterior 
(long arms = long thoracic n). Ask the patient to take a step forward 
and push again with the elbows flexed. (B) This tests for the trapezius. 
(A, B) No scapular winging. (C) Right scapular winging due to long 
thoracic neuropathy.
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Fig. 8: Shoulder abduction: (A) Initiation, especially 
in internal rotation (thumbs towards the floor), 
supraspinatus (suprascapular n). (B) Up to 90°, 
deltoid (middle fibers, axillary n). (C) Up to 180°, 
coupling of serratus anterior and trapezius. This 
movement is between the scapula and the chest 
wall.

Fig. 9: Posterior fibers of the deltoid (arrow). 
The patient is asked to push back while the 
shoulder is abducted at 90° and the elbow 
fully extended.
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Fig. 10: Eyes need to be checked for 
the presence of Horner’s syndrome. (A) 
Normal. (B) Right Horner’s syndrome in a 
patient with right brachial plexus avulsion 
(preganglionic) injury. Note right ptosis 
and miosis.

Fig. 11: Sternocleidomastoid (spinal 
accessory n). The patient is asked to 
push with his chin to the contralateral 
side against the examiner’s hand. The 
sternocleidomastoid (arrow) is observed 
contracting.

Fig. 12: Anterior fibers of the deltoid.
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Fig. 13: Pectoralis major. (A) Sternal head. The patient is asked to adduct the shoulder against resistance; the sternal 
head of pectoralis major (arrow) is felt contracting along the anterior axillary fold. (B) Clavicular head. The patient 
is asked to protract (push forwards) the shoulder against resistance while the shoulder and elbow are at 90°. The 
clavicular head of pectoralis major (arrow) can be seen and felt contracting.

Fig. 14: Infraspinatus 
(suprascapular n). Shoulder 
external rotation is tested 
by asking the patient to 
push outwards against the 
examiner’s hand while the 
elbow is flexed 90°.

A B

A B
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Fig. 15: Subscapularis. Shoulder internal rotation 
is tested by asking the patient to push inwards 
against the examiner’s hand while the elbow is 
flexed 90°.

Fig. 16: Elbow flexion [1]. (A) With the forearm supinated: 
Biceps brachii (arrow) and brachialis (Musculocutaneous 
n). (B) In semi-prone position: brachioradialis (arrow) 
(radial n). (C) With the forearm pronated: Brachialis and 
brachioradialis (arrow).
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Fig. 17: Triceps (arrow) (radial n). 
The patient is asked to extend the 
elbow against resistance.

Fig. 18: Supinator (radial n). 
The patient is asked to supinate 
against resistance, while the 
elbow is extended to minimize 
contribution from the biceps.

Fig. 19: Pronation. (A) Pronator teres (median n). The 
patient is pronating against resistance with the elbow 
extended. (B) Pronator quadratus (AIN). The patient 
is pronating against resistance with the elbow fully 
flexed.

A B

A B
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Fig. 20: (A) Wrist extension (radial n). If the fingers are flexed, this 
minimizes contribution from extensor digitorum. (B) Patient with PIN 
palsy has radial deviation when he tries to extend the wrist. Note also 
partial finger drop.

A B

A B

Fig. 21: Extensor digitorum (radial n). 
Finger extension (except thumb) is 
tested at the MPJ against resistance.

Fig. 22: Thumb extension (radial n). Ask the patient to extend the thumb [hitchhike], while (A) applying 
resistance at the proximal phalanx of the thumb: EPB, then (B) at the distal phalanx: EPL.
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Fig. 23: Lumbricals: index and middle fingers ((A), median n), ring and little fingers ((B), ulnar n). Test finger 
extension at the IPJ against resistance.

Fig. 24: Abductor digiti quinti (minimi) (ulnar n). Tested by abduction of the little finger 
against resistance. Also note contraction of the FCU (arrow, ulnar n) to stabilize the 
pisiform bone.

A B

A B
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23 Examination of the Upper Limb

Fig. 25: Interossei (ulnar n). (A) First dorsal interosseous: 
index abduction against resistance. (B) Second palmar 
interosseous: index adduction against resistance. (C) 
Palmar interossei are also tested by asking the patient 
to adduct all fingers while the examiner tries to separate 
them.

Fig. 26: (A) Abductor pollicis brevis (median n). 
Tested by palmar abduction of the thumb: the thumb 
perpendicular to the plane of the palm. (B) Abductor 
pollicis longus (radial n), tested by radial abduction (in 
the plane of the palm) with flexion of the wrist, MPJ, 
and IPJ of the thumb to eliminate the effect of the 
thumb extensors.
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Fig. 27: Opponens pollicis (median n). The patient touches the thumb to the little 
finger while the examiner tries to separate them.

Fig. 28: Thumb adduction (ulnar n). (A) Thumb 
adduction is tested against resistance. (B) Froment’s 
test. A piece of paper is placed between the thumb 
and index fingers. The patient is asked to try to hold on 
to it while the examiner is pulling. The test is negative 
(B) when the thumbs remain straight. (C) Positive 
Froment’s sign. Note the patient has to flex the right 
thumb using FPL (AIN) to be able to hold on to the 
paper in a case of ulnar n palsy.
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Fig. 29: (A) Flexor pollicis longus (AIN) flexion of 
the IPJ of the thumb against resistance. (B) The 
AIN is also tested by the ability to make the ‘ok’ 
sign. (C) In AIN palsy, the patient loses the ability 
to flex the IPJ of the thumb and the DIP of the 
index finger.

Fig. 30: Flexor digitorum profundus: 
index and middle fingers. ((A), AIN), 
ring and little fingers. ((B), ulnar 
n). Test flexion of the DIP against 
resistance.

A B

Fig. 31: Flexor digitorum superficialis (sublimis) (median n). 
The medial 4 fingers are tested for flexion at the PIP against 
resistance. To minimize the contribution from FDP, the 
remaining 3 fingers should be hyperextended by the examiner.

A B
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Fig. 33: Quantitative testing of hand motor 
strength. (A) Hydraulic hand dynamometer. 
(B) Grip testing. (C) Key pinch. (D) Palmar 
pinch. (E) Tip pinch.

Fig. 32: Long flexor tendons (median and ulnar). (A) Ask the patient to squeeze your fingers.
(B) Ask the patient to make a fist and flex the wrist. The contracting muscle tendons can be seen: flexor 
carpi radialis (single arrow), palmaris longus (arrowhead), and flexor carpi ulnaris (double arrows).

A B
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Fig. 34: A goniometer can be used to 
measure the range of motion more 
accurately.
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Fig. 35: Brachioradialis reflex (C6) elbow 
at 120°. Tap towards the insertion of the 
brachioradialis tendon, preferably on your 
finger to avoid pain from tapping on the 
superficial radial n.

Fig. 36: Biceps reflex (C5, C6) elbow at 120°. Palpate 
the biceps tendon and tap on your finger.

Reflexes

Fig. 37: Triceps reflex (C6, C7) elbow at 90°, tap 
directly on the triceps tendon.
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Fig. 38: Upper lateral brachial cutaneous n 
(axillary n).

Fig. 39: Lower lateral brachial cutaneous n 
(radial n).

Sensory Examination

Sensation is routinely tested to light touch and pinprick. Detailed testing can include 2-point dis-
crimination. Monofilaments of variable weight can be used especially in patients with peripheral 
neuropathy, e.g., diabetics [2].

Fig. 40: Medial brachial cutaneous n (medial 
cord).

Fig. 41: Lateral antebrachial cutaneous n 
(musculocutaneous n).
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Fig. 42: Medial antebrachial cutaneous n (medial 
cord).

Fig. 43: Palmar cutaneous branch (median n 
above the wrist). This branch is typically spared 
in carpal tunnel syndrome since it usually travels 
superficial to the transverse carpal ligament.

Fig. 44: Palmar digital nerves (median n). They 
supply the lateral 3.5 fingers (A–D) palmar surface 
and their middle and distal phalanges on the 
dorsal surface.

Fig. 45: Palmar cutaneous branch (ulnar n above 
the wrist).

A B

C D
A B

C D
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Fig. 46: Superficial terminal branch (ulnar n). It supplies the medial 1.5 fingers (A, B) palmar surface and 
the distal part of their dorsal surface.

A B

A B

Fig. 47: Dorsal cutaneous branch 
(ulnar n above the wrist). Typically 
spared if an ulnar n lesion is at the 
wrist (Guyon’s canal).

Fig. 48: Superficial terminal 
branch (radial n).
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Fig. 49: Posterior cutaneous n of 
the forearm (radial n).

Fig. 50: (A, B) Two-point 
discrimination testing: normally 
2–4 mm in the fingers. (C) 10 g 
monofilament testing [3]; if preserved 
in the foot, this is considered 
protective from neuropathic ulcers [4].

A B

C
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